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George IV. is one of remarkig26. able
interest and importance in the retrospect,
though November, the complaint of the
time was of stagnation of public business.
It is true that, for three sessions, scarcely
any thing was done of what is commonly
called public business. In regard to variety
of subject, the records of Parliament
perhaps were never before so meagre for
three consecutive sessions. At the same
time, the registers of the period are full of
ministerial correspondence, ministerial
explanations, and ministerial difficulties:
for this there was ample reason; and in this
lay the deep importance and interest of the
period. It is common for society to
complain of loss of the public time, and
postponement of public business, when a
change of ministry, or other event, induces
explanation of their personal conduct on
the part of public men. It is common to
complain of such explanations, as if
statesmen were obtruding their personal
concerns upon a public which does not care
for them, but wants to be about its own
business. But this is, wherever held, a
vulgar error, and a most pernicious one.
Every true statesman knows that his
personal honor is a national interest; and
every enlightened citizen knows thai the
highest distinction of a nation is the
rectitude of its rulers; and that no devotion
of time, thought, patience, and energy, can
be too great for the object of upholding the
standard of political honor among
statesmen. In the most ordinary times,
therefore, the enlightened citizen will
eagerly receive, and earnestly weigh, the
statements of public men with regard to
their official conduct, aware that the
postponement of legislative acts is a less
evil than that of failing to discharge VOL..
III.(Typographical errors above are due to
OCR software and dont occur in the
book.)About the Publisher Forgotten
Books is a publisher of historical writings,
such as: Philosophy, Classics, Science, Rel
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